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Parental( Speech djustmeht

Abstract

The present study compared the.speech of fathers .and

mOihers to young children in-the age ranges of 19 to.29

months an4--32 to 43 months. Audió tape recordings were made

of the vilrbal interactions of 20 father-daughter dyadi and
. 1

. \
20 mothe-daughter dyads while engaged in free play in the 4

I

family 3kome: Using verbatim transcripts of the sessions,

,
. the de ree,41f parental speech modification 'as a function of .

the air and linguist prOduction,capacities of the.child /

was sassed.

4

'The results indicated that both fathers and .

moth:rs adjusticertfin aspects of their spee-ah relative to

bcith age a d linguistic production skills.' In addition;

Ivery similar' patterns of speech adjustment were found for-
mothers%and'fithers. Specifically, parents of both.pexes

r. adjusted the length of their utterances as a furiction of the

production capacity of the ch4.147and. moderated th'e concrete-

ness and ditersity of their vocabulary relative to the age

and production Skills of the child with whom,they were in-

. ter4cting.

4
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Child Age and Linguistic Production

Capicity is Determinants-of

Parental Speech Adjustment

. . . 4

A considerable amount f recent research ,has focusea

%4
On

prociises underlying the. chi 4 acquisition of language.

Only iecently, however, have resekrchert 'attempted a de-

tailed-specification of the nature of ie linguit,tic input

'to which the young c)41d is typically exposed. It:has nOw

- been consiitently demonttrited that.young children hear

rlanguage'samples.that.are syntaticallY Simple, irammaticelly

well formed, stated in very short utterances,and w/4ch. use

relative4,restricted vocabulary (Broen, 19/2; Snow, 1972,-
4

Phi111pi, 1973; Newport, 1976; Cross, 1977), a, lingtistAc
A

style sometimes referred'to as "motherese".1

'The majorityof stu ies, of verbal Interactions with

children haVe emphasized mothers' speech (e.g. \Brown 44
Bellugi, 1964; Broen,).972; Phillip* 1973; Snow, 1976;

Cross, 1977j: Recent studies, however, have shown that i)n

addition to'mothers, adult nonparents, (Snow, 1972; Bohinrion

4 Marquis, 1976), fathers (Golinkoff 4 Ames', 979) 'and

children (Shatz 4 'Gelman, 1973; BerkO-Gleasón 1973) use a
w

1 . #
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special speech rgister in addressing young"children. More-,

over, there is accumulating evidence that mothers, at least,
A

modify their speech differentia4y relative to certaih

characteristics oU't.,4 child listener. The'age of thei.child

has been most thoroughly studied ih this regIrd. Snow

(1972), for example, reported a posiqve rel*tionship.be-
,\

'tween the age of the child addressekand the complexity of'

mothers'.speech. Thus metfierl' speech to 2-yeir-old child-

ren was found.to be-cast in shorter utporances, to employ

fewer subordinate' clauses, to4cmaaih.fewer pronouns and to

be more repititous than was theit speech to 10 year Olds.

Similar results were obtained by Phillips (1973) who corn-

Pared mothers! speech 5o 31104, 18 month and 2(8 month old
1

children. Maternal speech to 18 month olds, while not dif-
,

ferent from speech to t *.pth olds, was significantly less

complex than speech to the .28 month_olds. 'Broen (1972) re-

ported similar differences in mothers' speech to children in

the age-range 18-26 months as compared to children in the k

!iire range of 45,-94 months.

'A few studies have focused On characteristics of the

child otheis than 4 as relating to the' degree of maternal

speeah smodificition. Cross (1977), for instance has re-

4
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ported that for children 19 to 52 months 0 age, the degree

of miltIrlis' speech adjustments was related to both age'and

linguiAti.c proficiency of ihe child. Of 62.parameteri of

materviespeech assessed, various forms of repetitions, ex-

. pensions and .questions were significantly negatively correla-
,

ted with the dge,-mean length of utterance and recepil've

capacities of the childrent.whili materna; mean length of

utterance wappositively correlated with these same factors.

Similarrreadits were obtained by Newport (1976) whO...correla-
-

.

ked 35 measures of mothers'.spelch to their children in.the
t--

12 to 27 month aie range with nine parameters of child lan-
. .

`

guage'es well as, With the age ofL'the-childv. Among`the 1%-
0 Vi

sults yai the finctil,4 that motherf' Mean length of utterance

was positively%relited_tO the dge, bdt not mean lengtA of
\ <

utterance off-4e child..
r

.\

No comparable datia is avai1ab.4,e 17ning how other,

adults might,modiV'their speech relative io certain fee-
,

.

tUres of a child 1Xener. Specificaily, the-relative lack

of research ettention'to the way in which.fatimsrs speak, to

young children Of different ages and different levels of
(

linguistic proficiency is somewhat surprising in view of the,
;

growing appreciation ot the iOle of' the father 'in affecting
4

\
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child development (Lamb, 1976). Thus,, the recent study by

Gorlinkoff and'Ames (1919) whije comparing the speech of .

mothers and fathers to young children, was.not concerned

with the degree to which 'parental speech modification.may

,vary according to relevant characteristics of the,child
.2

listener%suth as age or linguistic development.

It waethe Airpoie of the present investigation to ast-

dress this isSie sp'ecifically, in ordpr to determine if

fathers, like mothers, modify their peech relative the age

and/or linguistic production capa,ities of the child. In

addition, the design of the presint study affords a direct

comparison of father;-;`41i-d mothers' speechwto children span-

nilig critical ages during ;hit:language-learning years.

%

Methodt.

Subjects

Twenty young girls,along with their MPthers and fathers

participated in"th study. Familiei'were recruited by let-

ter through several itai. day care centers. ThedclAoldren
t,

ranged in age from 19 months to 43 months (M = 30.6 months).

Ten pf these children .comprising the younger group were in

the age range 19 months to 29 months.(M 22.4 months) and

10 cOmprising the older group_ware in the age range 32 ,

'
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.months to 43 monthi (M 38.8. months). The zhildren's mean

4

length of utterance, computed on the basis of their iperech.

to both mother and father, ranged from 1.0 morphemes to 4.3.

morphemes (M 2.9 morphemes). Thirteen of the children

wereffirst born) and seven were later born. All of the

fathers and most of the-mothers had interests outside of the

home including full- or part-time jobs or the continuation

of schooling. The .socio-ecoomic status of.thd fakilies

rangeMrom lowei middle to upper middle class.

Apparatus
OP%

A Sony cassette recorder (mbdel TC-92) and Memorex

(MRX2 Oxide) cassette tapas wete used to audio ttpe ill ses-

0

$

sidns. Three mpltipart toys were used as a basis for par-

ent-chtld in4ractionA.-4These.were the Weebles Micke:y

.

AomEgjimillguiem apt Ihe Weebles West manufactured by
A

t
Hasiiro Industries and the SesallallOilse

.

i

.
fmanufactured by Fisher-Price Toys. The Weebles'West toy

,
t..

..

had.been demonstrated On the basis of pilot testing4tO be

ffectivl in elicCting iarent-child verbal interactions.

4 The other toys are similar in format and complexity. All
A f.

are intended by th,/manufacturer to be appropriate for

Children in the age.ftng, of 216 years.
4 .

7 ,
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Procedure

A

of the childrin Within each age range participated in the

EachthIldpsTticipated in two separate sessions; one

session with her.mother and bile session with her fatherd
A

Each session was approximately 20 minutes in duration.- Half

mother-child session first, and half of the ch1ldren parti-

cApated in the father7ohild session first. A different toy.

/was used as a basislor'verbal interactions in .each of the

sessions foie a given child in order to help maintain the. .

child's.interest. ,Sesions were conducted in the.family

home at the parents' onvenience. The time(pf day at which
% A

the sessions were conducted therefore varied between 10 am:

and 8 p.m. The majority of the sessiOns, however, were'

conducted on weekday evenings. Forfeach child the mother,-

child,and father-child sessions occurred within a ten-day

.interval.

At the beginning of eadh session,.the oblerver convers-

d informally with the parent and thild. The parents Aro

aen given general instructions for eneging.tgeir child in.

play. These instructions were intended to place minimall

restrictions 'upon the'nature of the interactions to take

` place and consisted of'a paraphrasing Of the followbng:
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As you know, our purpose.here is to gain a better

understanding of'the proceis,O.language develop-

ment in chifdren. Ist oider to 4othis I would

like to tape record you and,your child while -play-

ing with this toy. You art.completely free to play

with you. child in any manner you like: I would,'
. ,

in fact, like you to be as natural #s possible and

to play with ycliorr child just as you normally would

for alhut twenty minutes. -If your child loses

biterest in theYoy, that's perfectly alright. .I

wouldtask you to continue, the interaction for about

twenty.minutes, however. 'I simuld also, like you to

try td agnore.my presence .as-much as possible. Are

there any questions/

The toys were.set up bn the floor with the,tape record-

er placed in'conspicuopsly, four to five feet away. The ob-

server then began recording and moved tO the edge of the

room. The next twenty minutes of verbal interactions were

recorded. At, the end of twenty minutes the parent was in-

formed, and the tape recording was terminated. At the end

of the Second session for a particular family, the parent;

were informed of the variables which would be:congidered and
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any remaining questions which they msy have had were answer-

7ge,o,ac., 1,14110-1,.

ed.

Preparation of Transcripts

Transcripts were made-of all paxent-child sessions.

These transcripts consisted of written verbatim accounts of

\all dialogue between parent and child occurring prior to and

including the One hundred sixtieth intelligibl(UtterNance of

the parent. Transcripts were prepared by either the first

author or by an assistant and then recheckdd for accuracy by-

the firSt authbr against'the recording. The utterance

4

boundries were determined on the basis of phonetic cues using

stanitard punctuation to mirk the termination of the utter-

ance. Consistent with Shipley, Smith and Gleitman (1969) and

Broen (1972), it was found that pauses fell'reliably between

,utterinces permitting the, segmentation of utterances on the

basis of phoneticcues. In the case of uninteiligible re-,

sponses, the transcriber indicated in btackets that an un-

intelligible utterance had occurred. In th:case of doubt-

ful responses, the transcriber reyrded his/her best esti-

mate of what the response had been within brackets. In both,

cases, which were relative* infrequent, the utterances in-
,

volved were omitted from tho subsequenttSnalys.
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parentalases1,.. orites

The first forty cbmpletely intelligible utterances were

elkinaxed fromsubsequent analyses to allow for a suitable

"lam up" period. The next 100 completely intelligible par-
.

ental utterances for each session were scored in terms of \

the)catt,gories- babw. .All analyse's Were therefore based on,

a total corpus of 4000 paren.tal utterances. Four dependedt

measures were derived from the data:

1. Meari length of utterance (MLU) was calculated in

morphemes according to the procedures described by Brown

(1973) with the following modifications: First, scoring be-
,

gan with the forty-first utterance rather tipian with the se-
,

cond page of the transcript as, recommended by Brown. The

ritionale was that this procedure would allow for greater

-consistenCy in terms of the number of utterances constiiu-

/NM

ting Ihe "warm'up" period, since the length of the parents'

utterancei WAS expected Ig vary. 1Secondv only completely

I fntel1iiib1e utterances were scored whereas Brown had advo.-
.

cated including doubtful utterances also. Third, words such

as "his" and "oh" were included in the preat,inalysAs

whereas Brown suggestfd eliminating these "fillers." The .4°,.)

rationale for including such words in the present study was

^
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that these words are of-potential tommunicative significance.
go.

, Fourth, whereas Brown had recommenaed counting
'

(e.g., wannap lifts, etc.) as.single,morphemes for'young

children, in the.preseht study these were counted asilconsti-
, sii ,-

f

tuent morphemes since thedata base was adult speech.\ ,
.

2. Type=token ratio was calculated-asa meidure of vo:
a

cabulary diversfty. __,The Type-token ratio is a ratio of the
... .

,

,nuiber of words spelled differently to the total nuMber of

words,in the sample.

3. The ratio.of statements to total hulther onter-

ances was calculated. Statements included imperatives- as

well as declaratives.

4. -Concreteness riMing, defined as the ratlt of con-
-10jv

crete nouns to total nouns, was determined. A concrete noun

was operationalry defined as ,pne whose referent is poten-
Q

tially discrimindble by sight or touch. For example, nouns

'such is "table," "house,".etc. were scOred as concrete ai

were proper names and Occupations.. Words suCh as "music,"

."fun" and_ t'time",were-not counted is concrete.

,All 40 transcripts were scored by the firit author in

terms of the above variatiles. *In each condition, a randomly

seleete# twentY percent of,the transcripts were scored by an

0.)
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independent rater. Pearson Produ6ti-moment correlationi re-,

. vealed-inter-rater-re-liabl-1-i-ty-on-Irl-l-foUr-dependent rkeasures

to be in excess of r .95.

Resul
-0

In order to compare the speech of Moth'ers and fathers

,tb younger and older children., the 4ta was analyzed using

a 2 (age of ,child) x 2 (sex of parent) factorial multivar-

'-iate analysis of variance '(MANOVA). Cell means and stanclard

deviations for each of the four dependent variablesipre pre-
,

senieein Table 1. This analysis resulted in a significant

effect due"no- the age of the child, t- (4, 33). 4.76, p

-.0054 Neithei the sex of parent main effect nor tile age

of chAld x sex of parent interadtion was signifi6int.

0

,Insert Tabie le-about here

, Separate 2 lage of child) x 2 (sex of parent) factorial

analyses of variande (ANOVA) were performed for each. of the

dependen mailures.

The results of the ANOVA perormed on mean keingth of

utterance (MLU) yielded .a margiyially significat effect due

to the aie of the child,,F (1, 36) go 3.55, p .07. There

1 4 #
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was, therefore, ii.trend for the parents of the older child-
,

ren to use longer 4tterances in speiking to their children.

(M 4.63) than didthe parents of the,younger children.

(M 4.15). Neither the sex of parent effect nor the age

of child x sex of parent interaction was significant.
.

The Type-token ratio analysis restated in.a significant

_age-of child effect, F (1, 36) = 8.08, .p 41, indicaIing

that parefilts of the Older children psed a more diverse Vo-
-

cibularly in a4dressing.their Children (M .296)thdh did

the Parents of the younger children0 = .264),- Neither the

%sex of parent factor nor the age of child x sex of parent
<r-

interaction yielded significant values..

The results of the ANOVA conducted on,the concreteness

ratings *also reiulted in a significant age of child effect.

F (1, 36) 6.53, p .025, indicating that theparentsvof. :

the younger children used a more concrete set of nouns in
,

addressing their children (M ii.p..p3o) than did the parents of

the older'children (M a .864)4 Signikicant effects Vero not

found for either the sex.of parent factor or for theage of .

child x se)C of parent interaction.

The ANOYA performed on the percent of ,statements used

by the parents showed no significant effects4

A ,
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Unilariate analyses therefore indica*tedAthat parents of

the-ol-der-ehildren-use-d a more-diVerse trid--1-16-is concrete vo-

cabulary in speaking to.their children than did the parents

of the younger children, and that parents of the older child'A

ren also tended to use longer utterances although,this dif-

ference was not statistically significant at conventional

levels. (,

Since child age and MLU were not perectly correlated

(r n'.73)i, a separate set of analyses was performed in order

tO determine the lstficts of the children's-level of lingu4;

tic production on the degree of parental speech modification. (
.

. .

,
.

Msing armedian split procedure, the Aata was reorganized

into high and loy language proficiency, groups.of eqiilai size

',on the basis of the children's compostite MLU calculated for

both parental'sessions. MLU was calNeillated according to.

BroWn's (1973) Method for all intelligible child titterancis

occurring between the forty-first -and'one hundred fortieth

paiental utterances for each session, The MLU's of the ten.

childrinomprising the low MLU group ranged'frOm 1,0 to 2.4

moirphemes (M 1.72),, while'thosefor the ten children cm,

prising the higii mp- group ranged .from 2.5 to 4.3.morphemes

\(H .3.38). The data was then analyzed using a:2 (MLU'of

16
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.child) k A(sex of parent) factorial multivariate anilysis

of_varitance- (MANOVk)-. --Ce-11--merans-and---s-tandaid-devi at ions

for each of the four dependent measures,are presented in r

Table 2. This analysis fesulted in a significant MLU of

child effect, F (4,.33) = 7.74, p4L.0005. Neithor the ef;

fect due to sex of parent hor the MLU of child x sex of

parent interactlon was-statistically significant.

.Inserte-,Table-2 about here

(Iparate 21(MLU.of child) x 2 (sex of pvent)'factorial

analyses of variance were performed for each of the depen-

dent variables. J
'4

r
tlk $

The Asults of the ANOVA performed on parbntalAU re-
:

vealed a significant MLU of child effect, F (1, 56) ,Ik 11.04,
v. 0p (.005. Therefore, the Perents of the children with higher

,

MLU used longer,utterances in verbal interaction with their
.

children (M 4.78) than did the.Parents of the children

,With lower MLO (M = 4.0)..-ileither the sex"of parent effect

nor the MLU of child x sex of parent interaction was sta--

tist ally significapy.

T e Type-token ratio analysis fesulted in'a significant
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effect due to child. ML,U, F (1, 36) 8.73, p< .005, but no

-i-gnificant--e-ifects due t.6tex,of-parent or due to the MLU

of child x sex of parent interaction. Thus, parents of the

higher MLU children used,significantly more diverse vocabu-

lary in speaking to tileir children (M .297) than did the`

parents of the lower MLU children (M .2,63). The xesults

of the ANOVA conducted on the conoTeteness ratings restated'

in a significant effect for MLU of child, F (1, '36) a. 4.29,, "
,,

,p < .05, but sh wed,no significant effects due to sex of1 .

indent; or to th .,MLU of-child xsex of parent tnteraclot.

b. :Therefore, the pirents of the lower MLU'chlldien were fount. ..

,

to.use alfloreconcrete vocabulary (M = :924) than did the
,

9 ',parents of the higher MLU children (M = .86

The results of the ANOVA performed on t e percentage of

statements used by the parents resulted i significant

effefts.

- Thus; the results of.the MLU of.child x s x of parent.
w .

analyses are in.eisential igreepient witifthe.a e of child x

sex of parent,comparisons in demonstrating that
,

fathers adjust the length of their utterances and the diver-

sity and concretenejof thur speech as a functiln of both
) .

.

.

the age.and language maturity of the chiid with. whom they. r
,

others and
(

.1

ott
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.

, Discussion-- .

.

The primary purposes of the present study were to compace-
,

. . .
.

-.

s.

.0.-

the speech of mothers and fathers to ydung children in cri-
4.

tical language-learning years and.to determine if fathers, A

like mothers, modified their speech relative to the age and/

or linguistic proficienci of the child addresied, a hereto- -

fore unexplored qUestion. The present results hav mon-

strated very similar patterns of'speech adjdstment for

mothers itsd fathers.. In fact,,the uniformity of speer Of

mothers and lathers Is quite striking., Foth mothlts and

fathers were found to,adjust the length of their utterances

to a significant extent as a function of,the production ca-

pacity of the child and also to moderate the concreieness
A

and diversity of their vocabulary relative to le age,and

prodution skills of the child. Mare specifically, parents

of,the younger children tended to use shorter utterances

and used 4 significantly more concrete and less diverse vo-

cabulary in interacting with they ch4dren than did the

parents of the older children. Similarly, when the data was'

reorganiied on the basis of the children's linguistiC pro-

duction capacities the .mothers a d fathers of the i'iss ling-,
t !

\'

Aso-
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significantly shorter utteranceswhich employed a more

concrete and less diversified vocabulary. Not only, then,

are fathers capable oi speaking "motherese," as previously

demonstrated-by Golinkoff Ames (1979), but-mote important-'

ly they also moderate the tlegree of speech adjustment as do

mothers, relative to ,the and linguistic production,ca-

pacities of the child with whom they are conversing.

Fathers, fherefo,re, appear to be as.sensitive as'mothers to
P'

these important characteristics of children.

It is important to emphasize that mothers behavior in

the present study Is consistent with previoUs research find-A
f

ings relative to speech adjustment as a function o!iistenerk

age 'and linguistic proficiency. These findings have now

boon extended to include fathers. The'.complete range of

speech input available to the young language learning child,

'however, remains to be investigated. Thus, a description of

,speech of those with whom the child typically interacts with

,some frequency, for example, mothers,.fathers, siblings and
'

. ,

. peers, is a necessary base from ,which to examine language

drelopment. Once the nature of the input lAguage has'been

determined researchers may, direct their efforts to discover-

20
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ing the proceel whereby the child, makes use of this input to

discoverwithin a very---b-rie-fs-pan---oft-ime-i-L-therule-systemi

whIch underly and make possible the productive use of lan-

guage.

k

c
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Table 1

Means and _Standard Deviations Qf tarental_Speech

Measures- by Child Age and Sex of Parenta-

-r .
/

_parental Speech.Measures

Mean _Type-
Length of 'Token
Utterance Ratio

Youpger children

Mothers 3.97 .27
(.558) (.023)

Fathers 4.33 , .25
. (.878) (.043)

Older children

Mother's 4./56- .30
(.014) (.041)

Fathers .4.71 .29
(.876) (.033)

,Cpntrete-
ness Rating

PercenX of
Statements

.93
(.074)

.93

,n

(.196)

.52
(.083) (.148)

.86 . Si
(.011) (.126)

.87 .55
(.066) (.134)

aNumbers in.parentheses are standard deviations.
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-Means and Standard Deyiatibns.of ?arental Speech

Measdres By Child Linguistic Production

Cipacity (MLU) and Sex of Pareint!

. Parental Sveech MeasUres

. 'Mean Type- Concrete- Percent of
Length of Token ness Rating Statements
Utterance Ratio

Younger children

Mothers 3.84 .273 .922 .641
(.636) (.023) (.074) (.156)

4Fathers 4.16 .234 .927 .S26
(.979) (.043) '(.088) (.151)

Older children

Mothers 4.69 .300 .868 40:
(.705) (.041) (.105) (.152)

Fathers 4.88 . .294 .871 .548
(.611) (.032) (.062) (.131),

&Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.

'e.


